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The Potential of Watercolor RevealedLuminous, dynamic and expressive, watercolor is an

intriguing medium for artist and viewer alike. Splash 9: Watercolor Secrets invites you to push

your own creative potential to new heights as you explore the work of more than 100 of today's

best watercolor artists.Page after page showcases a diverse array of styles and subjects, from

quiet still lifes to animated streetscapes to mood-filled portraits. Each featured artist punctuates

this collection with his or her own distinctive mastery of the medium. In every work, you'll see

how color, composition and personal inspiration blend with years of practice, commitment and

experimentation to create resonant works of stunning beauty.Created specifically for artists and

art lovers, Splash 9 invites you to discover watercolor on a deeper level, providing detailed

commentary from the artists themselves on every piece. You'll learn about their influences,

their challenges and, most importantly, their specialized painting techniques.Delight in the

secrets of this inspiring collection!

About the AuthorRachel Rubin Wolf is the longtime editor of North Light's popular Splash book

series as well as Strokes of Genius. She has edited dozens of other art books and also writes

for Art Connoisseur Magazine.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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Sunny Flowers Daryl Bryant15" × 15" (38cm × 38cm)Street Scene Rhoda Yanow38" ×

32" (97cm × 81cm)Go Your Own WayIn this painting I was going after the “beat,” or rhythm, of

the street. When I am looking for a subject to paint—and I am always looking for something

that excites me until the right moment—I sometimes find a subject that’s banal, but I consider it

up to me, as the “artist,” to give it. One afternoon, I looked down the street and saw a lot of

movement, men were working, children were coming home from school. I did some rapid

sketching and started to do a paste-up of the composition when I got home.I exaggerate

movement by exaggerating diagonals. The wheelbarrow’s shape leads the eye to the dynamic

worker. In another diagonal, the children coming home from a day at school, there is such

rhythm in their bodies. The street, again another diagonal, keeps it from being boring.

Everyone has a purpose, going in different directions.Splash 9THE BEST OF

WATERCOLOREdited by Rachel Rubin Wolfwatercolor secretsABOUT THE EDITORRachel

Rubin Wolf is a freelance editor and artist. She edits and writes fine art books for North Light

Books, including the Splash series (Best of Watercolor); The Best of Wildlife Art (editions 1 &

2); The Best of Portrait Painting; The Best of Flower Painting 2; The Acrylic Painter’s Book of

Styles and Techniques; Painting Ships, Shores and the Sea; and Painting the Many Moods of

Light. She also has acquired numerous new fine art book projects and authors for North Light

Books, and is the contributing writer for Fine Art Connoisseur

Magazine.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThank you to the editors, designers and staff at North Light

Books who have made this into the beautiful final product it is, including Jamie Markle, Mark

Griffin, Mona Michael, Guy Kelly and Amanda Metcalf. A special thanks to Vanessa Lyman

who has been the foreman on the job, keeping it all together.A special thanks also to the

contributing artists. As I have said in my introduction, you have been great! You have been so

willing to share and revise and send me more. I honestly count a number of you as friends,

though the finite limits of space and time restrict the expression of that friendship. I long, as

many of you do, for the fullness of the beauty we appreciate on this earth to come to fruition.

For now, we can only imitate the wonder we see; one day we shall truly enter into it.Splash 9:

Watercolor Secrets The Best of Watercolor. Copyright © 2006 by Rachel Rubin Wolf.
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Betty Ganley20½" × 14½" (52cm × 37cm)Reflect on ReflectionsWhen painting water,

remember that you actually are painting reflections. My general rule is to start by wetting a blue

sky reflection with water. Then, starting at the farthest point, I apply a graded wash of more

cobalt and less cerulean that has a touch of burnt sienna to tone down the brightness. When

dry, I repeat—perhaps several times—to get the desired depth of color. You can enhance a

“solitary boat” scene with reflections of unseen objects. You can place such reflections with an

artist’s purpose, aiming to add balance to the painting. Use a long, thick reflection on one side

balanced with a few short, thin reflections on the other, for example. Then use a rigger brush to

design ropes and lines in an undulating fashion to act as pathways through the reflection. If the

reflected object also appears in the painting, get the placement right by painting the reflections

with your eye level exactly even with the object itself. It is also a great idea to add a touch of the

complementary color in the center of interest; in this case the burnt orange of the crab basket

helps balance all the blue and acts as a magnet for the eye.Table of

ContentsINTRODUCTION1 PAINTIN' IN THE STREETSWhether traveling the world or walking

to your own city's beat, there is action and beauty to be found in the streets, lanes and plazas

of village and city alike.2 SATURATED WITH LIGHT AND COLORThere are no more

“watercolory” qualities than these. They are what make watercolors sing.3 PAINTING RICH

TEXTURE AND INTRICATE DETAILWatercolor lends itself to the broad wash, but also can be

the unrivaled master of fine detail.4 DARE TO BE DARINGThere shouldn’t be any stop signs in

your studio. Have fun; it’s just paper!5 FINDING A POINT OF VIEWGive life and freshness to

overpainted or ordinary subjects by finding a new angle.6 CREATING GLOWING MOOD AND

ATMOSPHEREI think that I shall never see a painting lovely as a tree. But don’t stop trying!7

BREATHING LIFE INTO PEOPLE AND ANIMALSSince human culture began, artists have

sought to capture the unique gesture and personality of living souls—whether on a cave wall or

canvas.CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATIONWHY DO YOU PAINT?“Art has always been a part of

my life. I paint because I can't stop.”—Judy Morris“I paint because more often than not it

speaks louder than any words I could say.”—Cathy Hegman“I paint to capture the light, to

freeze in time that which is always in motion.”—Robert O'BrienWHY DO YOU PAINT?“I paint

because it brings me great joy and a feeling of accomplishment, starting with a blank sheet and

giving it life.”—Rhoda Yanow“Painting is my obsession, my passion and my greatest

pleasure!”—Sandy Delehanty“I paint as a way to celebrate and express the unspeakable

beauty that surrounds me.”—Jane Freeman“When I paint, I am engaged with joy in all that is

most beautiful and radiant to me— with my own creative spirit.”—Robin

BerryINTRODUCTIONUnspoken Friendship Bev Jozwiak33" × 32" (84cm × 81cm)Collection of

Mary HurleySplash is well on its way to becoming an institution. I have had the uncommon

privilege over the years of viewing a large volume of exceptional artwork from a distinct body of

artists. Some of the characteristics I have come to associate with “our” Splash artists—

watercolor painters all—are sincerity, friendliness, eagerness to please, willingness to share

and a general lack of that stereotypical vice of the creative artist: the inflated ego. What I have

encountered over these fifteen years is an overwhelming sense of humility and gratitude for the

gift of art.For this ninth volume we asked the artists to share their tips and techniques so the

rest of us can benefit from their experience. Again, they were more than willing to openly share

their dearest art secrets. But while I was editing the captions I found I wanted to know

something deeper, something a little less tangible, a little more personal. I decided to e-mail all

the artists and ask them, “Why do you paint?” Responding was optional, yet about two-thirds

answered. We have scattered the responses throughout the book, but I wanted to share here a

poem sent by contributing artist Donna Phillips Roberts. I thought it summed up both the



thought of many of the artists, as well as the open, giving spirit that has become for me the

hallmark of the Splash artist. Please receive the wonderful gifts presented here, in the artwork

and in the shared secrets.I paint to share that part of me that marvelsat mountain

liliesdrenched by morning yellow lightI paint to share that part of me that gaspsat giant

cedarsglittered by filtered lace-like lightI paint to share that part of me that singsat pristine

watersshimmered turquoise by skies reflected lightI paint to share that part of me that

jubilatesat jumping troutjeweled, gilded gold by day’s late lightI paint to share that part of me

that awesat earth abundantfilled with feeling, pure delightChinatown: San Francisco Judy

Morris34" × 28" (86cm × 71cm) 9Focus and FrameChinatown: San Francisco was painted from

photographs, as are most of my watercolor paintings. Still, I always say, “My camera doesn’t

know anything about design. It’s a good thing I do!” For that reason I edit and rearrange as

many as twenty different photographs of a subject to create my compositions. As I take photo

references, I look for two specific things as the backbone for a composition: a focus and a

frame.The focus is the thing that catches my eye—the original inspiration for the painting. Here,

the focus is the red lanterns and colorful wind kites hanging in front of one of the Chinatown

stores. The frame is the piece of red awning that became the horizontal attachment at the top

of the painting along with the shapes of the dark buildings around the perimeter of the

composition. One job of the frame is to keep the viewer’s eye inside the painting so it doesn’t

wander over to the painting hanging next to it! A horizontal or vertical attachment often

becomes the frame. My focus and frame technique enables me to create a personal

interpretation of the location rather than just painting a postcard view.CHAPTER 1PAINTIN’ IN

THE STREETSSo many of us try to capture in paint the sights we seewhile traveling, or

perhaps just record the sights and sounds of our own city. But it is all so confusing most of the

time. I asked these artists to tell me what it is they look for in a scene when they travel and how

they record their impressions.Green Grocer Mark de Mos19" × 13¾" (48cm × 35 cm)Create a

Pictorial NarrativeTo create art from city life, exploit the play of light and shadow while finding

related or conflicting elements, all to create a pictorial narrative, a sense of place. I created the

bright bustling atmosphere of Green Grocer, set in Soho in New York City, using loose

brushstrokes, contrasting sedimentary versus dye colors, and alternating areas of bright

sunlight and deep shadows. The allure and unifying factor is the interconnected greens. To

create complex, variegated washes, I allow the water and paint to mix through gravity. A wet-in-

wet underpainting establishes light colors and warm accents while richer secondary washes

laid side-by-side mingle to unify contiguous parts. I then create form by adding shadows and

detail.Palazzo Vendramin Tom White15½" × 10½" (39cm × 27cm)Elicit the MoodSince retiring

as an architect, I have become an avid student of history, architecture, painting and sculpture.

The Palazzo Vendramin in Venice is an excellent example of fifteenth-century Italian

Renaissance architecture. It is a facade, a stage set, yet it adheres to classical Greek and

Roman proportions with a Byzantium influence. I drew the building facade in pencil to its proper

scale and proportions, then masked out the building and selected details to save white paper. I

painted the water and sky with mixed colors, saving some to be used later in the building. I

pressed three or four layers of plastic wrap into the wet paint and weighted it overnight. After

removing the masking, I applied graded washes to the buildings and the details, leaving most

of the pencil lines showing. I tried to capture both the mood of Venice and the concept of man’s

persistence to place objects into our natural environment.Red Bus David B. Goldstein22" ×

30" (56 cm × 76 cm)Capture a MomentWhen painting a scene, I let myself escape to a time

and place to recapture a moment and strive to express through watercolor how it felt. For Red

Bus, my mind was back in London, and I was again walking alone on a rainy night through the



city streets. I am attracted to light and reflections, especially in water, and in this case was

interested in both rain and motion. I spend more time planning than painting. I start with a goal

and a vision and decide in advance the big picture elements, including large shapes, choosing

colors and values. I don't plan the details, which frees me while painting. To create work that is

both deliberate and spontaneous, I work from a minimal sketch, drawing with my brush in quick

bold strokes, applying color wet-in-wet one shape at a time to maintain control. I expressed the

rainy night by tipping the paper at a 30-degree angle to allow the paint to drip. I show objects in

motion with soft edges and dry brushstrokes, and I use hard, controlled edges for high contrast

to emphasize a focal area.47th and Broadway Dianne Hickerson27" × 22" (69cm ×

56cm)Simplify a Chaotic SceneI was inspired to paint this cityscape after attending the

American Watercolor Society show in New York City. My biggest challenge was making sense

out of a chaotic street scene. My only photos were blurry because of the rainy weather. I

realized I needed to simplify and pay close attention to the shapes. The people became

shapes that indicate motion; the policeman is at the center of interest because the flow of

traffic revolved around him. The reflections on the wet pavement excited me most. To create

the illusion of shine, I masked the vehicles’ headlights and some of the road below them to

save that all important white paper.Returning Home Carla Gauthier20" × 26" (51cm ×

66cm)Collection of Michael Cheney and Penny VanceTrust Your InstinctsLate one afternoon,

on a street in Paris, with my camera in my hand, I heard a passerby blurt out that I’d never get

a good picture shooting into the light. Click. The strong contrast and backlit details that

originally caught my eye translated into a successful painting. I started with a limited palette of

primary colors to unify the work and a good sable brush to make the variations in the large,

dark wash easier to manage. An underpainting, rich in both texture and color, laid the

groundwork. When this first layer dried, I laid the darkest values down, pushing the range from

deep green to dark blues and purples. This process produced the extreme contrast I wanted.

Highlights on the figure and parked cars, and outlines of the architecture in simple perspective

give enough detail to carry the dark values yet create the sense of mystery that first caught my

attention.WHY DO YOU PAINT?“I paint for the joy of being able to create a picture than can be

enjoyed by others and myself, now and in the future.”—Jean SmithVenice—Bridge Jean

Smith17" × 13" (43cm × 33cm)Start With an Excellent DrawingVenice possesses a unique

ambiance. It is a city that seems to glow with eternal grandeur. The sharp contrasts of the

buildings, bridge and water in this scene drew my attention. I started with a detailed sketch of

the subjects. I used the first five or six layers of the painting to produce strong colors and sharp

contrasts. I used watercolor pencils for the detailed railing and grid work on the bridge. I

painted the reflections on the water one small area at a time.Bodies and Souls Mike Hill14¼" ×

27½" (36cm × 70cm)Christmas on Main St. Mike Hill15¼" × 26½" (39cm × 67cm)Collection of

Mike and Kathy HentonThe Last Waltz Mike Hill33¼" × 16½" (85cm × 42cm)Paint Realism

With AttitudeSome say seeing is believing. I believe seeing is even more than that. We, as

artists each see, believe and experience the world around us in our own unique way. Seeing

city buildings as wonderful, architectural creations is fine, but it takes an artist to see the

majesty in their glow and reflections. I find cars and people on the street to exhibit similar

personality characteristics. The essence of a car or the gestures of people on the street can

express mood better than words. I call my style of painting “Realism With Attitude.” The realism

is obvious; the attitude comes with the technique. I’ve learned not to be afraid of using opaque

watercolor (gouache). I love the luminescence when you drop in a touch of Chinese White on a

wet, transparent wash. I apply gouache with a fine rigger over an airbrushed sky as in

Occidental Oasis or with a dry brush over a reflective street as in Christmas on Main St. and



Last Waltz. Salt with transparent watercolor and gouache convey a realistic pavement texture.

Use whatever tools and materials you need to capture the spirit and essence of each

cityscape.WHY DO YOU PAINT?“I paint because I cannot do otherwise. I like to think of my

work as realism with an attitude, understanding that life is precious—and even more precious

when you can re-create it on paper.”—Mike HillOccidental Oasis Mike Hill29½" × 15¼" (75cm ×

39cm)Valley of InventionTommie Hollingsworth-Williams23" × 30" (58cm × 76cm)Collection of

Dr. and Mrs. Forrest WoodRecord Travel PhotosMy husband and I make frequent Spring trips

to England, where I photograph buildings, flowers and gardens. I keep two kinds of records of

these photos. On a small notepad, I record a letter for the roll of film and a number for each

picture alongside to any on-site notes to refresh my memory. Each evening, I record the events

of that day: highways, buildings, museums, gardens, pubs, food, weather, etc. Back in the

studio, these records help me recall my feeling for the time and place. At the top of our 2003

“wanna see” list was the Iron Bridge, built in 1779 across the Severn River valley gorge. The

United Nations has declared this area, where the Industrial Revolution began, a World

Heritage Site. As I contemplated painting the Iron Bridge, it became obvious that no individual

photograph showed all I wanted to tell about this modern wonder. By incorporating bridge,

people and village into one composite scene, the Valley of Invention emerged as both the

theme and the title of the painting.WHY DO YOU PAINT?“Watercolor painting was a gift from

God, a second career that changed my life. At the age of 71, I can look back on 15 fantastic

years of painting, competing, traveling to England and the excitement of waking up each

morning to see if what I painted the day before still looks good.”—Tommie Hollingsworth-

WilliamsBeware the Dog Estelle Lavin40½" × 26" (103cm × 66cm)Create Depth of Field for

Deep DistancesBeware the Dog is the portrayal of an isolated hill town nestled among the

mountains in Italy. I achieved depth of field, an essential part of the painting, through three

types of contrast. I used warmer colors in the foreground and cooler colors in the background.

Even in the distant hills, the greens become paler and cooler toward the horizon. The sky is a

darker blue at the upper part of the painting (that part of the sky being closer to you) and

becomes lighter as it recedes toward the horizon. Detail is accurate and complex in the

foreground, becoming softer and diminished in the distance. You should have contrast between

warm and cool, between light and dark and between detail and looseness.Corner of the Alley

Fealing Lin30" × 22" (76cm × 56cm)Let Bright Colors FlowMy first trip to Northern Italy inspired

both of these paintings. I was drawn inescapably to the marvelous tapestry of light and shadow

patterns that artfully defined the narrow streets and buildings in that region. On 300-lb. (640

gsm) watercolor paper I used a flat brush to apply light washes of Alizarin Crimson,

Ultramarine Blue and Burnt Sienna wet-into-wet over the entire paper, making sure to save my

white areas. After the paper dried, I used masking fluid to mask the people going upstairs in

Lady in Red and the thin lines on the balcony in Corner of the Alley. After the masking fluid

dried, I used big brushes to paint large strokes of medium and dark values. I added details last,

using a dry brush for the buildings and a razor blade to prick some light on the plants in the

center of Corner of the Alley.WHY DO YOU PAINT?“Painting revived my life and set me free.

During a very difficult time in my life about 20 years ago, I decided to give myself one final

chance to do my favorite thing, painting. It was a major turning point, and now my painting is in

Splash 9.”—Reiko HervinLady in Red Fealing Lin30" × 22" (76cm × 56cm)

Splash 9 Dallas Cowboys
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Susan Watson, “Will be so informative!. I have been waiting for this book for a long time! I have

recently started watercolor painting and this book offers so much help. Highly recommend!”

Baker, “I'm so glad to have it in my library. This book is fabulous, especially for waterolorists. It

speaks to the heart and soul of the serious painter. I'm so glad to have it in my library.”

painter lady, “Splash 9 review. Beautiful book - inspirational - a go to book when you want to

get motivated to paint something - a lovely coffee table book - just a nice walk thru watercolor.”

NC Joel, “Five Stars. Excellent selection of watercolor art”

C. Dorsey, “Inspiring. I have the whole series, which is the only reason that it was not 5 stars.I

have an earlier favorite. But this one is great in that you get to read the artists' thoughts on why

or how.  I've always been interested in what inspires other artists.  This one gives me/us that.”

cheryl smith, “Five Stars. quick delivery and great pictures”

Mario C., “Five Stars. good value and fast delivery.”

M@Ni@, “I love it. I love this book nr 9. Special edition for beginners and more advanced

artists who are woking or starting to work with watercolours medium. And not only.”

The book by Rachel Rubin Wolf has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 38 people have provided feedback.
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